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changes in Germany,, but there would have been no revolution;
that the First Qiiartcrniaster-GeneruI, jointly responsible to the
nation for the conduct of the \var, and practically relieved of
responsibility to any authority of Mate, then and there nuuje up
his mind that militarily speaking the pimo was lost, had nothing
whatever to do cither with revolutionary propaganda, nor with
the failure of the home front, which might well have boon excused
if it had failed before the nerves of the General Stall'.
But the moment it was admitted, though emphatically not
till then, that the nation must realize that the hi my could not
give victory and dared not now give even the hope of it, then a
revolutionary situation did arise, and recent months had made
it abundantly clear that there did exist elements who intended to
profit by it. There had always been a revolutionary tradition in
Germany, and the largest; party in the Imperial parliament wa^
by profession a revolutionary party, in the year 1914 revolution
was a word often heard in Germany, but it had nothing about
it of the sinister ring which the word acquired after 1917. The
Socialist party had evolved in a direction directly contrary to
that anticipated by its original founders, instead of the working
classes becoming progressively pauperi/ed and enslaved and
the middle class becoming more and more proletarianixcd, the
middle class stoutly refused, even when hardest hit* to become
a lower class,, and the working man tended steadily to become a
respectable bourgeois. Where there were solid masses of workers
there was a strong class sentiment, but there was no revolutionary
class sentiment; except in special circumstances, the stronger
the trade union element becomes the stronger become its con-
servative tendencies, an evolution that is apt to deceive those
who rely solely on literary evidence for social judgments. The
aim of the Social Democratic party was indeed revolutionary in
the sense that it aimed politically at a radical change in the estab-
lished order of government, and looked on it as a possibility that,
in the event of obtaining a majority, it might have to use force
to obtain control of the state. But even that view was not univer-
sally held. Nor was it of practical moment when already there
was a good deal of conversion to the inevitability of gradualism*

